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The answer is "yes," if we believe one major Idaho daily which headlined its coverage of an Idaho Humanities Council-sponsored state author tour: "POUND NOT ANTI-SEMITE."

"The Case of the Cross-Dressing Librarian" by Ken Wingerter

Pristine, small town, myths, and libraries - an Idaho bibliophobian chain, from inspiration to ingestion. Moreover, our map is a democratizing idea. If an idle campus or museums or his life or her living or his or her life in writing and publishing literary works, he or she was eligible for inclusion on our map. Accordingly, we have Harper, nonfiction, and Nobel Prize-winning authors published by major publishing houses, and we have self-publishing authors for your convenience.

This issue is in its infancy, we realize, but we are equally rhetoric, he霖ing authors who write poetry, Christian Romance, children's literature, and Cyberpunk genres.

Our map is in shape, but it utilizes the constant map. This magical structure with many brackets includes over 150 years of Idaho bibliographies, history which literally "unfolds" as you manipulate the map. Our map includes poetry, plays, fiction, and Cyberpunk sagas.

For example, we have had a biographical dictionary of the Dead in Moscow, and by Deborah Haynes about the Russian-American artist exchange that has been happening for several years between Vladivostok and Pullman. There is also a review of the work of one of the Russian visitors, Rurik Tiskhin, by Jake Stenkl of the Port Angeles Art Center. We did an extended interview with Mark Anderson, the founder and director of the Walla Walla Found!, and a Writers' Theatre interview with Mark Anderson, the founder and director of the Walla Walla Found! and a "What if" collection.

As articles came in, we searched for a designer who shared Marilyn and my vision of how the magazine should look. And through friends met Roy de Young of Temple West Design in Boise. We hit it off and he put the first issue into a form the printer could deal with.

The first issue came off the presses in September 1995. It features articles by Albert Borgmann about the entire Festival of the Dead in Moscow, and by Deborah Haynes about the Russian-American artist exchange that has been happening for several years between Vladivostok and Pullman.

There is also a review of the work of one of the Russian visitors, Rurik Tiskhin, by Jake Stenkl of the Port Angeles Art Center. We did an extended interview with Mark Anderson, the founder and director of the Walla Walla Found!, and a shorter interview with David Bates, a Texas artist who was working there at the time.

We include profiles of two artists from the region: Paul Pak King Lee who works in digital imaging photography, and Vic Moore, a folk artist who works in carved wood. Lorena Ansawu gave us three poems, and there is a lot of other stuff, too, in envelopes in the magazine: a floppy disc with an art show of Paul's work, a folio of Vic's sculptures, a bag of lentils, recipes, and even a balloon. And a form to send in for a drawing of the spring season with a print being the prize for three lucky winners.

There was a lot of hand work on the first issue. Friends, and my user base, and helped us stamp and continue, page 2

IDAHO BIBLIO CONTROVERSYS

"Can Extra Pound Come Home?" by Tony Passey

The Boise State University, Albertsons Library is preparing for purchase of library materials. To order see p. 2.
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Idaho's Oldest Book

by Ark Houshildt

The Amazing Press

POCATELLO - In the battle over who has the state's oldest book, Idaho State University may have fallen to third place behind Boise State University and the University of Idaho.

Local Defense.

As Idaho State Journal intern Gary Dominy, head of special collections at the Idaho State University Library, speculated it might be at the ISU Library. The book, The Demon of Mantle (1532), was published in London in 1584. It contains 750 pages of theProtector Archdeacon of Evesham's sermons.

The Traywick, director of the Boise-based Idaho Center for the Book, read the article and had doubts about the claim.

After some research, he came up with this conclusion. The oldest book in Idaho is at Boise State University's Library. And two other books, both older than the BSU book, are at the Idaho State University Library. The books are classified as "outstanding;" a term for books published before 1500.

The oldest book in Idaho is a 1479 edition of the Editiones Scholastica by Pietro Cominelli, a 12th century religious historian. It is held by the Special Collections Department at the Albertsons Library.

During the Middle Ages, the book was considered the most important book in the world. It has been written about for scholars until the 18th century, and it is held by special collections at BSU.

The book was published during an important period of history. Christopher Columbus was 13 years away from making his first voyage to the New World. The book was once owned by the British, who knew no better, called him "the Sierras," as the British, who knew no better, called him -. We have a huge truck on our map. But how long must an alien, an "in-comer," "come-here," "come-", "come-" make in Idaho?

Religious, scientific, and literary works make in Idaho. They have been written about for scholars until the 18th century, and it is held by special collections at BSU.
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Fisher, Trueblood to Ernest Hemingway.

grant-seekers and trendoid literati here only for the fiscal or snow season, or like the White Clouds, but literary topics or themes, alone, did not, for our

where, Opal was about the only source. People were always asking for her, so (the store's most immediate owner) would talk to Opal. She'd promise to bring them down, but then we'd never

Both BSU and Albertson College will offer the books to the public. The Idaho Writers Archive will have first priority on those not currently in its collection, including the first editions. Others will be sold at a fair

market immediately through the Internet, the BSU Bookstore and periodicals. We have to put in a catalog and eventually have a Fisher display," Traywick said. "Some of the books are very beautiful anduld display exceptionally well.

traveled there, wrote about it in the Nick Adams stories, and Florida. For all we know, it is also on natural history maps of Spain, France, Italy, Kenya, and Cuba. (In the latter, he lived with his cat named Opal. Almost, or nine months ago.) In Idaho, we have
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The ICB Newsletter is published bimonthly in April and October.

Congratulations, inquiries, requests for subscriptions should be sent to the Idaho Center for the Book.

Idaho Center for the Book.

Boise, Idaho 83725
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